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GARP, a cell surface docking receptor for binding and activating latent TGF-β, is highly expressed by platelets and activated Tregs. While GARP is implicated in immune invasion in cancer, the roles of the GARP-TGF-β axis in systemic autoimmune diseases are unknown. Although B cells do not express GARP at baseline, we found that the GARP-TGF-β complex is induced on activated human and mouse B cells by ligands for multiple TLRs, including TLR4, TLR7, and TLR9. GARP overexpression on B cells inhibited their proliferation, induced IgA class-switching, and dampened T cell–independent antibody production. In contrast, B cell–specific deletion of GARP-encoding gene Lrrc32 in mice led to development of systemic autoimmune diseases spontaneously as well as worsening of pristane-induced lupus-like disease. Canonical TGF-β signaling more readily upregulates GARP in Peyer patch B cells than in splenic B cells. Furthermore, we demonstrated that B cells are required for the induction of oral tolerance of T cell–dependent antigens via GARP. Our studies reveal for the first time to our knowledge that cell surface GARP-TGF-β is an important checkpoint for regulating B cell peripheral tolerance, highlighting a mechanism of autoimmune disease pathogenesis.
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GARP, a cell surface docking receptor for binding and activating latent TGF-β, is highly expressed by platelets and activated Tregs. While GARP is implicated in immune invasion in cancer, the roles of the GARP-TGF-β axis in systemic autoimmune diseases are unknown. Although B cells do not express GARP at baseline, we found that the GARP-TGF-β complex is induced on activated human and mouse B cells by ligands for multiple TLRs, including TLR4, TLR7, and TLR9. GARP overexpression on B cells inhibited their proliferation, induced IgA class-switching, and dampened T cell–independent antibody production. In contrast, B cell–specific deletion of GARP-encoding gene Lrnc32 in mice led to development of systemic autoimmune diseases spontaneously as well as worsening of pristane-induced lupus-like disease. Canonical TGF-β signaling more readily upregulates GARP in Peyer patch B cells than in splenic B cells. Furthermore, we demonstrated that B cells are required for the induction of oral tolerance of T cell–dependent antigens via GARP. Our studies reveal for the first time to our knowledge that cell surface GARP-TGF-β is an important checkpoint for regulating B cell peripheral tolerance, highlighting a mechanism of autoimmune disease pathogenesis.

Introduction

Glycoprotein A repetitions predominant (GARP), encoded by the gene Lrnc32, is a type I transmembrane protein that serves as the cell surface docking receptor for latent transforming growth factor-β (LTGF-β) (1, 2). LTGF-β exists in abundance on the surface of Tregs and platelets via binding to the extracellular region of GARP (2–7). Multiple studies in Tregs have demonstrated that GARP promotes TGF-β biogenesis and LTGF-β activation (8–10). Further, GARP expression has been observed in cells with heightened TGF-β activity: hepatic stellate cells (11), mesenchymal stromal cells (12), and multiple aggressive cancer types (13–15). TGF-β is a master cytokine for maintaining immunological tolerance: early studies demonstrated that TGF-β1−/− mice develop lethal multiorgan inflammatory disease with a high level of autoantibodies, including antinuclear antibody (ANA) (16, 17). TGF-β biology has been extensively characterized, and the molecule exists in various biochemical forms: active and free soluble TGF-β; LTGF-β formed by TGF-β associated with latency-associated peptide (LAP); LTGF-β in complex covalently with large TGF-β-binding protein (LTBP); and the membrane form of LTGF-β (mLTGF-β) in association with GARP (18–20). Only LAP-free soluble TGF-β, activated by both integrin-dependent and -independent mechanisms, is biologically active (21, 22).

Although TGF-β functions through both canonical and noncanonical signaling pathways, B cells require the canonical pathway for TGF-β–induced apoptosis (23, 24). TGF-β signaling commences at the cell surface via type I and type II TGF-β receptors, leading to downstream Smad2 phosphorylation (25). While B cells utilize both paracrine and autocrine TGF-β signaling, prior studies suggest that TGF-β regulation of apoptosis in B cells is an autocrine mechanism (24, 26). However, it is not clear what cell-intrinsic mechanisms B cells use to self-regulate TGF-β–induced apoptosis. Additional roles of TGF-β signaling in B cells include (a) induction of class-switch recombination (CSR) of Ig to IgA during the differentiation of mature B cells to IgA-producing plasma cells and (b) B cell regulation through cell autonomous production of TGF-β1 (27–29). Using a Cre-loxP system, Cazac and Roes demonstrated that Tgfr2−/− conventional B
cells had a reduced life span, while there was expansion of Tgfbr2−/− peritoneal B-1 cells, B cell hyperplasia in Peyer’s patches (PPs), and elevated serum Ig. Notably, these mice had severe IgA deficiency (30). This body of work highlights the critical functions of TGF-β in B cell biology.

Both central and peripheral tolerance checkpoints are necessary to prevent B cell–driven autoimmune (31–33). Recent work on GARP in the context of TGF-β has attempted to address the role of GARP in promoting a tolerogenic environment (6, 34–36). However, no study has addressed the physiologic role of GARP in tolerance in vivo. In particular, the roles of GARP in the context of B cell–driven autoimmune diseases are unknown. In this study, we found that B cells express GARP on the cell surface in response to multiple TLR ligands. We studied the mechanism of GARP induction as well as the immunological relevance of B cell–intrinsic GARP in immune tolerance using both gain- and loss-of-function studies. We uncovered, for the first time to our knowledge, that the B cell GARP-LTGF-β axis serves as a vital immune checkpoint for B cell tolerance and prevention of lupus-like autoimmune diseases in mice.

Results

*TLR activation of both murine and human B cells induces cell surface GARP and LTGF-β expression.* TLRs are key innate immune receptors that sense pathogen-associated molecular patterns and regulate activation of immune responses. Activation of TLRs on B cells directly induces B cell proliferation and enhances antigen presentation, cytokine secretion, plasma cell differentiation, CSR, and memory B cell differentiation (37, 38). Past research has extensively demonstrated a significant connection between heightened TLR activity and autoimmune diseases (39–43).

We hypothesized that TLR stimulation turns on negative regulatory pathways, such as GARP-LTGF-β, to prevent B cell hyperactivation. To this end, CD19+ B cells were isolated from WT mouse spleens and cultured for 24–120 hours with anti-μ antibody (15 μg/ml) for B cell receptor (BCR) stimulation or various TLR ligands: LPS (TLR4 ligand), R848 (TLR7/8 ligand), and CpG (TLR9 ligand). We found that multiple TLR ligands potently induced cell surface expression of GARP and LTGF-β, while BCR stimulation only induced modest GARP expression (Figure 1A). The kinetics of GARP surface expression differed depending upon the TLR ligands used (Figure 1B). GARP upregulation was also confirmed by immunoblot (Figure 1C). Interestingly, we found that ligation of the MyD88-independent TLR3 did not induce surface GARP expression, but a combination of IL-1β and Poly I:C did, compared with GARP-KO B cells as negative control (Figure 1D). Phenotypic analysis of LPS-treated splenic CD19+ B cells revealed that GARP+ cells were larger (increase in FSC and SSC) and more highly activated than GARP− cells, with significantly higher levels of CD86, CD80, and CD44. Levels of CD23 and PD-L1 were also significantly elevated, while no change was seen in response to LPS for the expression of IgM, CD62L, MHC class II, CD1d, and PD-1 (Figure 1E).

Similar to murine B cells, human CD19+ B cells upregulated GARP in response to both R848 (TLR7/8 ligand) and CpG (TLR9 ligand). However, distinct from mouse B cells, BCR stimulation also upregulated surface GARP and LAP on human B cells as was described recently (44), although at lower levels than TLR signaling (Figure 1, F and G). Both murine and human B cells upregulated GARP in response to TLR stimuli, but it is not known how TLR-induced GARP expression regulates B cell functions. As GARP is necessary for the surface expression and activation of LTGF-β (4, 5), our findings suggest that B cell GARP expression in response to TLR activation may be an important negative checkpoint for B cell activation (41).

*GARP overexpression on B lymphocytes reduces proliferation, increases IgA CSR, and attenuates T cell–independent antibody production.* In order to understand the biological significance of B cell GARP expression, we generated an inducible mouse model to control GARP expression pharmacologically (45). We knocked in a Tet-on trans-acting element to the promoter region of the endogenous GARP gene, Lrc32. Crossing of Lrc32TetOn mice with Rosa26TetOn mice allowed inducible GARP overexpression (OE) using doxycycline (Figure 2A). If the primary function of GARP in B cells is to regulate TGF-β activation and availability, then transgenic OE of GARP is hypothesized to alter IgA CSR, B cell proliferation, and antibody responsiveness (27, 29).

CD19 microbead-purified splenic B cells from WT or GARP OE mice were stimulated with anti-μ antibody, LPS, or a combination of anti-μ antibody, CD40L, and LPS, in the presence of doxycycline. Higher GARP expression was sustained on GARP OE B220+ splenic B cells for at least 96 hours (Figure 2B). Consistent with the roles of GARP in activating TGF-β, GARP OE cells proliferated less than WT cells after stimulations, based on CFSE dilution and cell count (Figure 2, C and D). The IgA level was significantly increased in GARP OE B cell cultures in all conditions, including treatment with
Figure 1. Multiple TLR ligands induce GARP expression on both human and mouse B cells. Splenic B cells were isolated from WT mouse spleens using CD19+ magnetic beads. (A) Cells were stimulated with mouse anti-μ (15 μg/ml), LPS, R848, or CpG for 120 hours. Flow cytometry was used at 24-hour intervals to measure GARP+LAP+ expression on live B cells. Numbers represent the percentage of cells in the GARP+LAP+ quadrant over the entire CD19+ B cell population. Flow plots are representative of 3 independent experiments. A representative baseline flow plot is also shown. (B) Quantification of GARP and LAP expression (n = 4 biological replicates). MFI, mean fluorescent intensity of GARP. Statistical analysis was performed by 2-way ANOVA; ***P < 0.001. (C) Immunoblot of GARP in the whole-cell lysate of untreated (UT) WT B cells or after stimulation with the indicated conditions for 72 hours. Representative of 3 immunoblots. (D) Primary WT and GARP-KO splenic B cells were cultured with LPS, Poly I:C, or IL-1β plus Poly I:C for 72 hours. Cells were stained for GARP and LAP and analyzed by flow cytometry. Representative of 3 independent experiments. (E) Phenotypic analysis of LPS-treated (48 hours) GARP+ and GARP− B cells by flow cytometry. Histogram plots are representative of n = 3 biological repeats and 2 independent experiments. Black lines denote GARP−cells, red lines denote GARP+ cells; shaded areas denote isotype. Numbers represent mean fluorescent intensity (MFI). (F) Human B cells were isolated from normal subjects using human anti-CD19+ magnetic beads. Cells were freshly analyzed or cultured with human anti-μ, R848, or CpG for 72 hours. GARP+LAP+ levels were analyzed by flow cytometry. Representative of 3 independent experiments. (G) Quantification of GARP+LAP+ expression in 3 biological replicates from healthy donors. Each data point represents an individual donor. Statistical analysis was performed by 2-tailed t test (E) and 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons (G); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent SD.
anti-μ antibody alone (Figure 2E). To further probe the functional significance of B cell GARP in vivo, we immunized WT and GARP OE mice with a T cell–independent antigen, 2,4,6-Trinitrophenyl-AE-CM-ficoll (TNP-ficoll). Consistent with the known TGF-β–induced dampening of B cell responsiveness (46), we found that GARP OE mice had a reduction in TNP-specific IgM level after immunization (Figure 2F). Further, we assessed the phosphorylation status of Smad2 and Smad3 in the spleen and PP B cells ex vivo and found that GARP OE B cells had a significant increase in pSmad2/3 levels (Figure 2G). Taken together, we conclude that GARP expression on B cells faithfully recapitulates the biology of heightened TGF-β signaling.

B cell GARP protects peripheral tolerance and prevents autoimmunity. Our findings thus far raised an intriguing possibility that the B cell GARP-LTGF-β axis serves as a checkpoint to prevent TLR-medi-
Figure 3. Mice with GARP-deficient B cells develop spontaneous lupus-like disease. (A) Schematic of the generation of B cell–specific Lrrc32-KO mice using a mixed bone marrow chimera (BM chimera) strategy. (B) Confirmation of effective GARP KO in B cells 3 months after bone marrow reconstitution. Mice were bled and PBMCs were cultured with LPS for 72 hours to induce GARP expression. GARP and LAP expression was analyzed by flow cytometry. Representative of n = 5 biological replicates. (C) IgM-specific ANAs (1:80 dilution) were analyzed 6 months after bone marrow reconstitution (n = 5 WT and n = 6 KO). (D) IgG-specific ANAs in the sera were quantified at the indicated dilutions 6 months after bone marrow reconstitution using Hep-2 slides. Representative images are shown (n = 5 WT and n = 6 KO). Scale bar: 50 μm. (E and F) Five-μm kidney sections were stained with anti-IgM-FITC (E) and anti-IgG-FITC (F) to detect Ig deposition in the glomeruli. Quantification and representative images are shown (n = 5 WT and n = 6 KO). Scale bar: 50 μm. (G) Total Ig in the sera from mice 3 months after bone marrow reconstitution was measured by ELISA (n = 15 WT and n = 16 KO). (H) IgM, IgG1, and IgG2b levels in the sera from mice 3 months after bone marrow reconstitution were measured by ELISA. (I and J) Gut bacteria-specific IgA was measured in the sera of mice 6 months after bone marrow reconstitution (n = 5 WT and n = 6 KO). Statistical analysis was performed by 2-way ANOVA; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent SD.
ated autoimmune diseases. We addressed this hypothesis genetically using loss-of-function studies in B cell–specific GARP-KO mouse models. In mice, both Cd19 and Lrrc32 are located on chromosome 7, region F (47), making the use of CD19-Cre as a driver of Lrrc32 deletion difficult. To overcome this, we generated a mixed bone marrow chimera (BM chimera) model (Figure 3A). We first developed Rosa26creLrrc32f/f mice and induced GARP deletion by treating the mice with tamoxifen. Rosa26 WTlrrc32f/f mice were used as control. Lethally irradiated WT CD45.1 C57BL6/J mice were reconstituted in a 1:1 ratio with WT and GARP-KO bone marrow chimeric mice. To assess the development of lupus in these mice, we injected 500 μl pristane i.p. at 3 months after bone marrow reconstitution. Three months after pristane injection, mice were sacrificed and analyzed for the presence of lupus-like signature (n = 6 WT and n = 6 KO). (A) IgG ANAs in the serum were detected 2 weeks and 3 months after pristane injection. Serum was diluted 1:80 for 2-week analysis and 1:300 for 3-month analysis. (B) Urine protein concentration was measured by Bradford analysis from endpoint (3 months after pristane), with urine diluted 1:50 (n = 4 WT and n = 5 KO), as urine was not obtained from all mice. (C and D) IgG (C) and IgM (D) deposition in the kidneys was quantified. Representative images are shown (n = 4 WT and n = 5–6 KO). Scale bar: 50 μm. (E) Active and total TGF-β1 levels were measured in the sera of the mice using ELISA. (F) GARP and LAP expression on the surface of peripheral B cells in WT and GARP-KO mice was quantified at baseline and 3 months after pristane treatment and analyzed by flow cytometry. (G) The lungs of WT and GARP-KO BM chimera mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde and resected 3 months after pristane injection. Lungs were sectioned and stained with H&E. Black arrows point to immune cell infiltrate clusters, which are quantified by pathology score. Each image is representative of 1 mouse. Scale bar: 200 μm. Statistical analysis was performed by 2-tailed t test; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent SD.
ratio with mixed bone marrow cells from B cell–deficient μMT mice and tamoxifen-treated Rosa26<sup>−/−</sup>Lrrc32<sup>−/−</sup> or Rosa26<sup>−/−</sup>Lrrc32<sup>−/−</sup> mice. In this model, all B cells were either GARP WT or KO, and at least 50% of all the remaining immune cells were WT. Stable B cell GARP KO was confirmed 3 months after bone marrow reconstitution in 72-hour LPS-treated peripheral B cells (Figure 3B).

The mixed BM chimeric mice were assessed at 6 months after bone marrow reconstitution, and strikingly we found evidence of spontaneous autoimmunity in BM chimeric GARP-KO mice, including

Figure 5. Peyer's patch B cells have a heightened responsiveness to the GARP-TGF-β axis. (A) qRT-PCR analysis of Lrrc32 mRNA in n = 3 biological replicates of CD19<sup>+</sup> B cells from age-matched 4-month-old WT and GARP-KO spleens and Peyer's patches. Relative expression of Lrrc32 transcripts normalized to β-actin. Representative of 2 independent experiments. (B) WT Peyer's patch and splenic CD19<sup>+</sup> cells were cultured for 24–96 hours in the presence of anti-μ or LPS. The percentage of GARP-LAP<sup>+</sup> cells over total CD19<sup>+</sup> cells at each time point is quantified (n = 3 biological replicates and representative of 3 independent experiments). (C) Cell numbers were measured at 48 hours using trypan blue exclusion (n = 3 biological replicates and representative of 2 independent experiments). (D) IgA level from 96-hour cell culture of Peyer's patch B cell supernatants was quantified by ELISA (n = 5 WT and n = 6 KO biological replicates combined from 2 independent experiments). (E) WT CD19<sup>+</sup> cells were isolated from splenic and Peyer's patch compartments and stained for the indicated surface markers (n = 4 spleen and n = 3 PP). Each point on the graph represents an individual biological replicate. MFI, mean fluorescent intensity. (F) CD19<sup>+</sup> B cells from spleen and Peyer's patches were treated for 96 hours with anti-μ antibody or LPS. Smad2/3 phosphorylation was measured by flow cytometry. Graphical data represent pSmad2/3 MFI of n = 3 biological replicates. (G) Representative histogram of pSmad2/3 differences between WT and KO Peyer's patch B cells (n = 3 biological replicates representative of 2 independent experiments). (H) CD19<sup>+</sup> B cells from Peyer's patches were serum starved and treated for 1 hour with TGF-β ("β") with or without TGF-β inhibitor ("i"). Smad2/3 phosphorylation was measured by flow cytometry. Numbers indicate MFI of pSmad2/3. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed by 2-tailed t test; * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. Error bars represent SD.
increased ANA (Figure 3, C and D), IgM and IgG deposition in the glomeruli of the kidney (Figure 3, E and F), and hypergammaglobulinemia (Figure 3, G and H). We also measured the bacteria-specific IgA levels in the serum as an index of gut permeability due to loss of gut tolerance (48–50). While there was a systemic decrease in total IgA (Figure 3I), we observed that B cell–specific GARP-KO mice had a significant increase in IgA level against gut bacteria (Figure 3J).

Analysis of secondary immune compartments showed no difference in CD19+ cell percentage in the spleen; however, mesenteric lymph nodes (mLNs) of the KO mice had a significant increase of CD19+ cells (Figure 3K). An increase in highly proliferative B cells, as identified by intracellular Ki67, was observed in the mLN and small intestine (Supplemental Figure 1C; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.99863DS1). The observation that B cell percentage and Ki67+ B cells were increased in the mucosal compartment of the GARP KO mice infers
in vivo B cell expansion, which strongly suggests that B cell–intrinsic GARP is an important negative checkpoint for B cell proliferation. Furthermore, we observed an increase in splenic myeloid cells (Supplemental Figure 1A) as well as Tregs in the spleen, mLN, PP, and small intestine lamina propria (Supplemental Figure 1B) in BM chimera GARP-KO mice, potentially reflecting a compensatory mechanism to control autoimmunity in response to B cell hyperactivation (51, 52). Despite the alterations in immune cells, there was no difference in systemic level of active or total TGF-β1 (Supplemental Figure 1D). We concluded that deletion of Lrrc32 from B cells in mice leads to spontaneous lupus-like disease, despite the compensatory increase in Tregs.

Figure 7. B cell–intrinsic GARP is indispensable for oral tolerance. (A) Schematic of oral tolerance model. Mice were given 25 mg OVA via gavage (tolerized) or PBS (not tolerated) as control, after which all mice received 100 μg OVA emulsified in 100 μl CFA s.c. Endpoint analysis occurred on day 21, when mice were sacrificed. (B) OVA-specific IgG and IgM were detected in the sera of mice by ELISA (n = 4–5 biological replicates). (C) Splenic mononuclear cells were obtained from mice by mechanical separation and then cultured in OVA-coated ELISPOT plates for 20 hours, followed by detection with anti-mouse IgG1 and IgM. Quantitative data and representative well images are shown. (D) CD4+ T cells were isolated by magnetic bead–positive selection from the spleens of WT and KO tolerized and nontolerized mice. CD4+ T cells were cultured in a 1:1 ratio with irradiated WT naive splenocytes in the presence of OVA for 4 days. No treatment (NT) indicates CD4+ cells cultured without OVA. Supernatants were collected, and IL-6 and IFN-γ levels were measured by ELISA. (E) Proximal (duodenum) small intestine tissues were fixed and sectioned, followed by H&E staining. Representative images show duodenum villi. Graphical analysis of pathology score analyzed by a pathologist blinded to the treatment is shown. Statistical analysis was performed by 2-tailed t test (B and C) and 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons (D and E); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent SD.
BM chimera GARP-KO mice have increased susceptibility to chemical-induced experimental lupus. Multiple spontaneous and genetic mouse models of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) are commonly utilized to probe the pathogenesis of systemic autoimmune diseases (53). We first investigated whether GARP is aberrantly expressed on immune cells in the lupus-prone NZM2410 mouse model. Similar to human studies, prior experiments in lupus-prone NZM2410 mice after pristane injection (57). Significant to observations in SLE patients (58, 59), active TGF-β1, not total TGF-β1, was significantly reduced in GARP-KO mice with increased severity of disease (Figure 4E). Interestingly, we observed elevated B cell GARP expression in WT mice with PIL, compared with minimal GARP expression at baseline prior to pristane treatment (Figure 4F). We also found that BM chimera GARP-KO mice had increased pulmonary hemorrhage and immune cell infiltration compared with WT mice (Figure 4G), in agreement with the notion that C57BL6/J mice are prone to pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage in the PIL model (57).

In an effort to confirm the integral nature of B cell–specific GARP in dampening early autoimmune induction, we crossed hCD20-ERCre transgenic mice (60) with Lrrc32f/f mice to generate hCD20-ERCreLrrc32f/f mice. Mice were treated with tamoxifen to delete GARP in B cells followed by injection with pristane to induce lupus (Supplemental Figure 3, A and B). We found that hCD20-ERCreLrrc32f/f B cell–specific GARP-KO mice had a significant increase in total TGF-β1 in immune tolerance and systemic autoimmunity are illustrated by both loss-of-function and gain-of-function studies.

If GARP is a peripheral checkpoint for preventing autoimmune disease, we postulated that GARP OE would curtail PIL in mice. Indeed, we found that systemic OE of GARP reduced IgG ANA at 1 month and 4 months after pristane injection (Supplemental Figure 4A). There was also modest reduction in IgG glomerular deposition in GARP OE mice compared with WT mice (Supplemental Figure 4B). While GARP OE was not limited to the B cell compartment in this model, B cells were the most altered at the 4-month endpoint analysis. In the spleen, the percentage of germinal center B cells (GL7+CD19+) was significantly reduced as well as the percentage of Ki67+ B cells (Supplemental Figure 4C). The percentage of Gr1+CD11b+ granulocytic cells was also significantly decreased in GARP OE mice (Supplemental Figure 4D), as opposed to the increase in granulocytic cells seen in B cell–specific GARP-KO BM chimera mice (Supplemental Figure 1A). In the PPs and mLNs (Supplemental Figure 4E), there were in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells compartments. Active TGF-β1 was significantly reduced in both GARP WT and OE mice after pristane treatment, although GARP OE mice had a significant increase in total TGF-β1 pre-PIL (Supplemental Figure 4F). Strikingly, GARP OE mice had an increase in soluble GARP in the serum after pristane treatment (Supplemental Figure 4G), which has been implicated in promoting tolerance (13, 34). Thus, the roles of GARP-LTGF-β1 in immune tolerance and systemic autoimmunity are illustrated by both loss-of-function and gain-of-function studies.

PP B cells regulate peripheral tolerance via increased responsiveness to the GARP-LTGF-β axis. B cells (61, 62), as well as PPs (63), are required for mucosal tolerance to both self and oral antigens. We observed that GARP OE B cells from the PP had elevated pSmad2/3 (Figure 2G), and B cell–specific GARP-KO mice had a significant increase in total B cells as well as Ki67+ B cells in the mLNs but not in the spleen (Figure 3K and Supplemental Figure 1C). These data raised an intriguing possibility that the GARP-LTGF-β axis...
plays strategically important roles for mucosal tolerance. In agreement with this hypothesis, we found that WT PP B cells expressed elevated levels of Lrrc32 transcript at baseline, compared with splenic WT B cells (Figure 5A). Consistent with the increase in Lrrc32 expression level, PP B cells responded to both BCR ligation and TLR stimulation by upregulating GARP at an elevated level compared with splenic B cells (Figure 5B). At 48 hours after stimulation, anti-μ antibody and LPS-treated GARP-KO PP B cells had increased proliferation compared with WT cells (Figure 5C), which is in line with the finding that GARP OE B cells have reduced proliferation. The finding that IgA secretion from 96-hour LPS-treated PP B cells was reduced in GARP-KO cells (Figure 5D) is also consistent with reduced autocrine TGF-β signaling.

Mucosal tissues are highly enriched with active TGF-β and associated cofactors (e.g., retinoic acid, BAFF, and APRIL), which explains why IgA CSR in the gut-associated lymphoid tissues is more pronounced compared with other secondary lymphoid organs (64). Importantly, gut B cells produce TGF-β in an autocrine fashion (65, 66). Phenotypic analysis revealed baseline differences between WT splenic and PP B cells, including increased CD1d, MHC class I, MHC class II, CD40, and CD86 expression in PP B cells (Figure 5E), indicating that the B cells in the PP compartment are more poised for responses to antigens than splenic B cells. In order to link the alterations in proliferation and IgA CSR in PP B cells to GARP-TGF-β axis, we assessed pSmad2/3 levels in WT versus GARP KO B cells treated with anti-μ antibody or LPS for 96 hours, which induced high endogenous GARP expression on the WT cells. Ex vivo analysis of WT and KO splenic and PP B cells revealed that GARP-deficient PP B cells exhibited a significant reduction in pSmad2/3 signaling (Figure 5, F and G), whereas splenic B cells did not have this GARP-driven difference. PP WT and GARP-KO B cells responded equally to exogenous TGF-β (Figure 5H), indicating that TGF-β bioavailability, not the TGF-β signaling machinery, is effected by GARP expression.

The profound effect of cell surface of GARP-TGF-β on PP B cell biology was further revealed in vivo in BM chimera GARP-KO mice. Deletion of GARP from B cells resulted in a significantly increased number of PPs in mice (Figure 6A). Higher number of PPs also correlated with increased PP cellularity (Figure 6B) and elevated CD19+ B cell proliferation, as measured by Ki67+ staining 6 months after bone marrow reconstitution (Figure 6C). Conversely, GARP OE reduced the total number of PPs (Supplemental Figure 5A), percentage of B cells (Supplemental Figure 5B), and B cell Ki67+ expression level (Supplemental Figure 5C). As further evidence of loss of B cell homeostasis, the BM chimera GARP-KO mice were observed to have increased small intestinal length (Figure 6D) as well as grossly larger PPs (Figure 6E). Fecal IgA levels (Figure 6F) and the number of IgA-producing cells in the PPs (Figure 6G) were notably reduced in GARP-KO mice compared with WT mice. The heightened responsiveness of PP B cells to TGF-β is explained by a significant increase in TGF-βRII expression compared with splenic B cells (Supplemental Figure 5D). Notably, while there is no difference in TGF-βRII mRNA level between WT and OE B cells, GARP OE B cells do have a significant increase in p21, which is a downstream target in the TGF-β signaling pathway (Supplemental Figure 5D).

B cell–intrinsic GARP is indispensable for oral tolerance. We next addressed the role of B cell–intrinsic GARP in oral tolerance for several reasons: first, PP B cells appear to be more sensitive to regulation by GARP; second, PPs are required for oral tolerance (67); and third, the GARP-TGF-β axis on B cells is required for maintaining systemic tolerance. To this end, we utilized a chick ovalbumin (OVA) oral tolerance model (Figure 7A) (68, 69) to determine if oral tolerance is effected by GARP+ B cells. While BM chimera WT mice were tolerized against high-dose oral OVA prior to immunization, BM chimera GARP-KO mice did not have a significant decrease in mounting systemic OVA-specific antibody response, measured by anti-OVA antibody (Figure 7B), and OVA-specific antibody forming cells (AFCs) (Figure 7C). Consistent with OVA being a T cell–dependent antigen, we found that B cell–specific GARP-KO mice mount a much-increased antigen-specific T cell response. Importantly, prior administration of antigen orally failed to tolerize the elevated T cell responses in the KO mice (Figure 7D). Pathological analysis of the proximal small intestine further demonstrated evidence for loss of tolerance in the BM chimera GARP-KO mice (Figure 7E). We conclude that B cell–intrinsic GARP plays important roles in oral tolerance.

Discussion

TGF-β is a pleiotropic cytokine with critical roles in immune cell development, homeostasis, and tolerance (20). However, there remain many unanswered questions, particularly in the context of regulation via GARP. Our study deals with cell surface TGF-β in peripheral immune tolerance, which has eluded the field for so long due to lack of understanding of the molecular basis of its cell surface expression.
Recently, the expression of a cell surface docking receptor for TGF-β, GARP, has been described on Tregs (3, 4, 10), platelets (4, 7), and cancer cells (13). While probing the roles of GARP in immunity, we discovered that GARP is significantly upregulated on peripheral B cells in systemic autoimmune diseases and GARP expression is the basis for TGF-β presence on the cell surface. Importantly, we found that multiple MyD88-dependent TLR ligands (70), including ligands for TLR4, TLR7, and TLR9, drive surface GARP expression on normal B cells, raising an intriguing possibility that the GARP-TGF-β axis on activated B cells is a checkpoint for maintaining B cell peripheral tolerance. We addressed this hypothesis critically using multiple genetic models, including GARP conditional KO and OE systems. We conclusively demonstrated that (a) loss of GARP from B cells promotes spontaneous and chemical-induced lupus-like disease in mice; (b) gain of GARP dampens T cell–independent antibody production and B cell proliferation, while promoting IgA CSR; (c) PP B cells are especially dependent on the GARP-TGF-β axis to regulate proliferation, IgA production, and thus, tolerance; and (d) GARP on B cells plays indispensable roles in oral tolerance of T cell–dependent antigens.

Mechanistically, there are multiple possible reasons why the B cell–intrinsic GARP-TGF-β axis is important for peripheral B cell tolerance. First, GARP expression induced by TLR ligands ensures that B cell activation does not get out of control via the autocrine antiproliferative effect of TGF-β. Second, GARP promotes IgA CSR via enhancing TGF-β activity, which has been suggested by a recent in vitro study (44), and is now conclusively revealed by our study of mucosal IgA production in vivo in the context of autoimmune diseases. Mucosal IgA production plays important roles in mucosal defense against pathogens or commensal bacteria that fortuitously cross the gut epithelium barriers (71–73). Third, GARP expression could also inhibit the ability of TLR-activated B cells to produce proinflammatory cytokines via a TGF-β–dependent mechanism, an area that is being actively studied in our laboratory.

One of the most striking findings of our work is that PP B cells are more dependent on the GARP-TGF-β axis compared with splenic B cells for homeostasis. Without GARP, PP B cells undergo enhanced proliferation and activation, but the ability of these B cells to differentiate into IgA-producing cells is compromised. These data suggest that PPs are critical organs for mucosal B cell tolerance. PP lymphoid organs are in a precarious position, as they are constantly exposed to varying levels of TLR agonists via the gut microbiome (74). It makes teleological sense for PP B cells therefore to be equipped with more robust peripheral tolerance mechanisms, such as the GARP-TGF-β axis. A recent comprehensive study of the B cell clonal distribution in humans revealed two broad clonal networks: one encompassing the blood, bone marrow, spleen, and lungs, and the other that is restricted to tissues within the gastrointestinal tract (75). The group observed that the GI tract clones have higher frequencies of somatic hypermutation, which suggests a biological relevance for the heightened importance for GARP in the PP immune compartment in order to tolerate self and oral antigens. Further evidence of this argument is found in a 2016 GWAS study: the C11orf30-LRRc32 locus is associated with multiple “immune-related phenotypes,” such as inflammatory bowel diseases and allergy (76–78).

There is an increased expression of GARP on B cells in murine models of lupus. Based on the tolerogenic roles of B cell GARP discovered in our study, we believe that GARP upregulation in autoimmune setting represents a compensatory mechanism to return B cells to normal homeostasis. This is perfectly consistent with the fact that TLR signaling is prevalent in lupus (79, 80) but also induces GARP expression. This reasoning begs for two important future lines of investigations: first, are there any SLE patients who are unable to upregulate GARP and thus develop worse clinical diseases? Second, can biologically active soluble GARP be used therapeutically for autoimmune diseases? In murine cancer models, blocking GARP via antibody has been demonstrated to be beneficial (13, 36). Due to the multifactorial functions of TGF-β, targeting TGF-β directly in the clinic is challenging (81). A GARP-based therapeutic strategy may be a more feasible method of treating autoimmunity in the clinic; however, caution is warranted, as it is necessary to strike a balance between cancer immune surveillance and immune tolerance.

Despite a battery of intriguing findings in the study, many questions still remain in the context of B cell GARP and tolerance. NF-kB is the common downstream molecule of multiple MyD88-dependent TLR signaling cascades (70). It is possible that TLR signaling induces GARP expression via NF-kB, as suggested by the presence of a putative NF-kB–binding site in the promoter region of Lrrc32 (82). However, further study is necessary to clarify how GARP is regulated by TLR pathways. GARP is known to bind to TGF-β1, TGF-β2, and TGF-β3 (45). There is evidence that resting B cells express higher levels of TGF-β3 than activated B cells and are able to expand Treg populations in a TGF-β3–dependent
mechanism (83). However, GARP is not expressed by resting B cells, which leads us to believe that GARP primarily regulates the bioavailability of TGF-β1 and TGF-β2 isoforms, rather than TGF-β3, to exert its regulatory roles in B cells. In addition, this work focused on peripheral tolerance, not central B cell tolerance, primarily because GARP was not found on immature B cells in the bone marrow. However, given the central roles of TGF-β in the negative selection of B cells in the bone marrow (84), the roles of GARP in the process cannot be completely ruled out. Finally, this study focused on the B cell–intrinsic role of GARP in regulating tolerance; however, B cells may also regulate tolerance via interaction with T cells. For example, LPS-primed B cells are less potent stimulators of CD8+ T cells than anti-Ig/ anti-CD40–stimulated B cells, which also illustrates a TGF-β1–dependent mechanism (85).

This is the first study to our knowledge demonstrating that the cell-surface GARP-TGF-β axis modulates systemic tolerance in a B cell–intrinsic manner via autocrine TGF-β signaling. We reached our conclusion through several genetic strategies. We anticipate that this study will be a launching point for further investigations into the role of GARP in the pathogenesis of human autoimmune diseases as well as the possibility of targeting GARP as a novel diagnostic and therapeutic strategy for autoimmune diseases.

Methods

Mice. We developed an inducible GARP OE mouse model using the “Flexible Accelerated STOP TetO knockin system” (Ingenious Targeting Laboratory) (86). Development of the GARP-FAST mouse model has been described previously (45). GARP OE was induced with doxycycline (50 μg/ml; MilliporeSigma) in 1% sucrose drinking water. Lrrc32flox/flox mice were obtained from Riken (9) and crossed with Rosa26-ERtm mice (The Jackson Laboratory) to generate tamoxifen-induced total-body GARP-KO mice. hCD20-ERtmLrrc32f/f mice were generated by crossing hCD20-ERkre mice, which were previously described (60), with Lrrc32f/f mice. Induction of GARP KO in both models was achieved with i.p. injection of tamoxifen (MilliporeSigma) dissolved in peanut oil. Mice received a dose of 5 μg/g body weight daily for 7 days. C57BL6/J and μMT mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. NZM2410 mice were a gift from Gary Gilkeson (Medical University of South Carolina [MUSC]). B cell–specific bone marrow chimera mice were generated by lethally irradiating (2 doses of 550 Gy, 6 hours apart) female CD45.1 C57BL6/J mice. Twenty-four hours after lethal irradiation, mice were i.v. injected with 2 × 10⁶ bone marrow cells from μMT and tamoxifen-treated Rosa26tmLrrc32f/mice mixed in a 1:1 ratio. All mice, except the NZM2410 strain, were on a pure C57BL6/J background, and were age matched for experiments. Unless otherwise stated, mice were between 6 weeks and 6 months of age for experiments. Female mice were used for all lupus and tolerance experiments, due to the low rate of autoimmunity observed in male mice.

Human samples. Deidentified whole-blood samples from healthy controls were received from the MUSC Multidisciplinary Clinical Research Center in heparin-coated tubes. Peripheral blood lymphocytes were isolated using a Ficoll-Paque PLUS gradient (GE Healthcare).

Cell culture. To obtain purified mouse B cells, spleens and PPs were aseptically isolated and mashed through a 40-μm filter to obtain a single-cell suspension and treated with ACK buffer (MilliporeSigma) to lyse RBC. Mouse B cells were isolated from splenocytes or PP lymphocytes using mouse CD19+ magnetic beads following the manufacturer’s protocol (Miltenyi Biotec). Human CD19+ magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec) were used to isolate B cells from human PBMCs. In all experiments, cells were cultured in RPMI (Corning) supplemented with 10% FBS (Atlas Biologicals), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (ThermoFisher), and 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol (MilliporeSigma). Mouse B cells were treated with anti-μ (5 μg/ml, unless otherwise noted; Jackson ImmunoResearch), LPS (10 μg/ml; E. coli 055:B5, MilliporeSigma), R848 (2.5 μg/ml; InvivoGen), or CpG (1 μM, BW-006 InvivoGen). In experiments with exogenous TGF-β treatment and TGF-βRI inhibition, cells were treated for 1 hour with TGF-βRI inhibitor dissolved in DMSO (SB 431542 hydrate, MilliporeSigma) prior to the addition of 2 ng/ml TGF-β1 (PeproTech).

Lupus induction and autoimmune analysis. Female BM chimera or doxycycline-treated GARP OE mice were given a single i.p. injection of pristane (500 μl/20 g mouse; MilliporeSigma). GARP OE and WT littermates were fed doxycycline (50 μg/ml) in the drinking water throughout the course of the experiment.

ANA. ANAs were detected using NOVA Lite Hep-2 slides (Inova Diagnostics) and FITC-conjugated anti-mouse IgG or anti-mouse IgM antibody (ThermoFisher). Serum was diluted at the stated ratios in PBS. Fluorescent intensity was analyzed in a blinded manner and recorded on a scale of 0–4 on a Zeiss microscope, as described previously (87).
Immune deposition. Immune deposition in the kidneys was analyzed using fresh frozen kidney sections embedded in Cryomatrix solution (ThermoFisher). Slides were fixed in ice-cold acetone and then blocked overnight using the M.O.M. kit (Vector Labs). Slides were stained with either IgM-FITC or IgG-FITC antibodies (ThermoFisher) for 30 minutes at room temperature and then coverslipped with anti-fade mounting medium (Southern Biotech). The fluorescent intensity of 25 nonoverlapping glomeruli was averaged to obtain the kidney deposition score as described before (88).

Urine protein. Urine was collected from the mice at the 3-month endpoint. Protein concentration was measured with a Bradford assay (Bio-Rad) using 1:50 urine diluted in PBS and a BSA standard curve.

Histology. Mouse lungs were perfused with 10% formalin prior to resection and fixed in 4% formalin. Fixed lungs were embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained following a standard H&E staining protocol.

Flow cytometry. Spleens, mLNs, and PPs were dissociated into a single-cell suspension, and splenocytes were depleted of RBCs with RBC lysis buffer (MilliporeSigma). After Fc-receptor blocking, cells were stained for surface markers in FACS buffer. Antibodies against mouse CD4 (clone RM4-5), FoxP3 (FJK-16), CD11b (M1/70), GARP (YGIC86), LAP (TW7-16B4), IgD (11-26), IgM (eb121-15F9), CD23 (B3B4), CD86 (GL1), MHC-I (SF-1.1.1), MHC-II (M5/114.15.2), CD44 (IM7), CD62L (MEL-14), PD-L1 (B7-H1), CD1d (L363), Helios (22F6), and CD5 (53-7.3) were purchased from ThermoFisher. Anti-mouse CD8α (53-6.7), Gr1 (RB6-8C5), CD21 (7G6), CD80 (16-10A1), PD-1 (J43), Ki67 (SolA15), and pSmad (O72-670) were purchased from BD Biosciences. Anti-mouse CD8a (53-6.7), Gr1 (RB6-8C5), CD21 (7G6), CD80 (16-10A1), PD-1 (J43), Ki67 (SolA15), and pSmad (O72-670) were purchased from BD Biosciences. Anti-mouse B220 (RA3-6B2), CD19 (6D5), and GL7 were purchased from BioLegend. All intracellular staining was performed using the commercial FoxP3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (Affymetrix). Analysis of pSmad2/3 was performed using BD Phosflow buffer sets according to the manufacturer’s protocol (BD). Samples were analyzed on a BD LSR cytometer and analyzed by FlowJo Software (Tree Star). Viability of the cells analyzed was ensured by gating on singlets and live cells, as indicated by the lack of 7-AAD or Fixable Viability Dye (Affymetrix).

TNP-ficolll immunization. Doxycycline-treated WT and GARP OE mice were bled at baseline via facial vein to collect serum and immunized with TNP-AECM-Ficoll (50 μg/ml in PBS; Biosearch Technologies) injected in the peritoneal cavity. Mice were bled weekly for 5 weeks. TNP-ficolll–specific IgM antibody levels were detected by ELISA. ELISA plates (Corning) were coated overnight at 4°C with TNP-ficolll (50 μg/ml in PBS), followed by blocking with 1% BSA for 3 hours. Diluted serum was incubated for 1 hour at room temperature while shaking; TNP-specific IgM antibodies were detected with anti-mouse IgM-HRP (Southern Biotech).

Oral tolerance model. Five-month-old reconstituted female bone marrow chimera WT and GARP-KO mice were fed either 25 μg OVA peptide (MilliporeSigma) or PBS as control via oral gavage. Seven days later, both OVA- and PBS-treated mice were given 100 μg OVA peptide (BioVendor) emulsified in 100 μl Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (InvivoGen) s.c. Mice were sacrificed 14 days after s.c. immunization. Serum was collected for OVA-specific IgM and IgG ELISA as well as splenocytes for ELISPOT and OVA-induced CD4+ T cell cytokine production assay.

ELISPOT. Spleens from tolerized (OVA gavage and OVA-CFA s.c. immunization) and not tolerized (PBS gavage and OVA-CFA s.c. immunization) WT and GARP-KO BM chimera mice were mashed into a single-cell suspension. Cells were plated at 1 × 10^6 cells/well in High-protein binding Immobilon-P (Millipore) plates that were activated with 30% ethanol and precoated overnight with 100 μg/ml OVA. Splenocytes from each mouse were cultured in triplicate and incubated for 20 hours at 37°C. Plates were washed 3 times with PBS followed by 3 washes with PBS with 0.5% Tween-20; then, either anti-mouse IgG1-HRP or anti-mouse IgM-HRP detections antibodies were added for 2 hours. After further washes, AECM substrate (MilliporeSigma) was added and the reaction was stopped with distilled water after color development. Images and quantification were performed using the AID EliSpot Reader System ELR04 (Autoimmun Diagnostika GmbH).

ELISA. To measure active and total TGF-β1 in both cell culture supernatants and serum, ELISA plates (Corning) were coated overnight at 4°C with anti-mouse/human TGF-β1 capture antibody (BioLegend),
followed by blocking with 1% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. Samples were treated with HCl for 10 minutes and neutralized with Tris/NaOH to obtain total TGF-β. Both active and total TGF-β1 were detected using anti-mouse Biotin-TGF-β antibody (BioLegend), Streptavidin-HRP (BioLegend), and TMB Substrate reagents (BD). To detect soluble GARP in both mouse and human serum, a human/mouse GARP ELISA kit was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol (BioLegend). Immunoglobulin levels were detected in both serum and cell culture supernatant using a mouse antibody Isotype kit (Southern Biotech). After overnight coating of the plates, plates were blocked with 1% BSA for 3 hours followed by standard ELISA procedure described above. To determine the IgA level in feces, fecal pellets were collected and weighed. 10 μl 1% BSA in PBS with protease inhibitor cocktail (MilliporeSigma) was added per mg feces and homogenized. Following centrifugation, fecal supernatant was added to the blocked ELISA plate at 1:1,000 dilution. To detect bacteria-specific IgA in the sera, a fecal supernatant from μMT mice was prepared in the method described above, and the protein concentration was measured using Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). Each well of the ELISA plate was coated with 0.5 μg/ml μMT fecal supernatant. IL-6 and IFN-γ ELISAs were performed according to manufacturer’s protocol (BD).

qRT-PCR and immunoblot. RNA was isolated from purified splenic and PP B cells using Trizol Reagent according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Life Technologies). cDNA was made, following the manufacturer’s instructions, with the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Primer sequences were as follows: mouse GARP forward 5′-CGCTTCCTCCTCCTGGATTTA-3′, mouse GARP reverse 5′-ATTGTGGGCCAGGT-3′, mouse β-actin forward 5′-AGCTGAGAGGGAAATCGTGC-3′, and mouse β-actin reverse 5′-TCCAGGGAGAAGGATGC-3′. qRT-PCR was run on a StepOne Plus machine (Applied Biosystems). For immunoblot analysis, cell lysate was made using RIPA buffer supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (MilliporeSigma). 75 μg lysate was run on a 10% SDS-PAGE. After transfer to a PVDF membrane (Millipore), GARP was probed using an anti-mouse GARP antibody (R&D Systems) and normalized to β-actin (MilliporeSigma)

Immunohistochemistry. Small intestine sections with PPs were embedded in Cryomatrix freezing medium and snap frozen. Five-μm sections were cut and fixed with ice-cold acetone, followed by blocking and incubating with IgA-HRP (Southern Biotech). Color was detected using the DAB Peroxidase Developing Kit (Vector Laboratories). Images were acquired on an Olympus microscope.

Statistics. Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software Inc.). Analyses were performed using unpaired 2-tailed t test or Mann-Whitney for nonparametric data or ANOVA, as indicated. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s comparison was used for analyses with multiple comparisons. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

Study approval. Healthy controls provided informed consent for peripheral blood sample collection by the Multidisciplinary Clinical Research Center for Rheumatic Diseases at the MUSC. The MUSC IRB approved the protocols for these studies (Pro00021985 and Pro27985), and the project was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All animal procedures in this study were conducted following a protocol approved by the MUSC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals were housed in specific pathogen–free conditions.
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